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Abstract—This paper focuses on securing confidential communication in multiple intelligent reflecting surfaces (IRS) assisted
terahertz (THz) systems, where a potential eavesdropper can
intercept either the base station (BS)-IRS link or the IRSuser link. Notably, the secure transmission may be intercepted
and blocked by the eavesdropper due to the blockage-prone
nature in THz bands. To characterize the blocking effects of the
eavesdropper, the blocking-based path loss is first investigated.
With the imperfect eavesdropper channel state information
(ECSI), the worst-case secrecy rate (WCSR) is derived, and
a joint optimization problem of hybrid beamforming at the
BS and reflecting beamforming at the IRS is formulated. For
the BS-IRS link eavesdropping, the zero-forcing (ZF) principlebased hybrid beamforming and the closed-form phase shifts
of multiple IRSs are respectively proposed. For the IRS-user
link eavesdropping, an iterative algorithm is proposed to tackle
the non-convex optimization problem with a given information
leakage threshold. Finally, a robust secure transmission strategy
for multi-eavesdropper systems is further investigated. Simulation results demonstrate that compared with blockage-unaware
scenarios, our proposed scheme can resist the adverse effects of
the blockage-prone nature of THz waves on information security,
and significantly boost secrecy performance.
Index Terms—Physical layer security, terahertz communications, multiple intelligent reflecting surfaces, blocking eavesdropper, imperfect channel state information.

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

ITH wide frequency band, terahertz (THz) transmission enables terabit/second (Tbps) data-rate communications, and is envisioned as a promising wireless technology
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for the future sixth-generation (6G) networks [1–3]. Compared
with microwave communications, THz waves can allow higher
link directionality due to the shorter wavelengths, and they
are less susceptible to free-space diffraction and inter-antenna
interference [4, 5]. Moreover, the narrow beamwidth of THz
signals presents a more challenging environment for eavesdropping attacks, thereby enhancing the information security
[6]. Nevertheless, THz communications suffer from severe
propagation losses and water-molecular absorption, which
extremely restricts its transmission distance. The presence of
random and dynamic obstacles in the propagation environment
makes the situation worse since a highly directional and lineof-sight (LoS) dominated THz link is vulnerable to blockages
[7]. Thus, new approaches to extend the coverage of THz
communications and overcome the blockage issue are urgently
needed.
Recently, intelligent reflecting surfaces (IRS) [8, 9] have
drawn increasing attention in millimeter wave (mmWave) and
THz communications, because of their significant potentials
in combating the transmission distance limitation and solving
the non-line-of-sight (NLoS) transmission problems [10, 11].
In general, IRS is a uniform planar array consisting of
a large number of composite material elements, and each
element is able to reflect incident electromagnetic waves
independently with an adjustable phase-shift [12–14]. Hence,
by intelligently adjusting phase-shifts with a preprogrammed
controller, the IRS can steer signals towards the desired
receivers, thereby enhancing propagation performance [15].
Specifically, a cooperative channel estimation procedure for
IRS-empowered THz systems was first developed in [16],
and the achievable channel capacity for both IRS-assisted
mmWave and THz systems were respectively investigated in
[17–20]. It is proved that the IRS has a tremendous potential
to realize high-frequency communications in the presence of
high blockage densities. Based on the above discussion, IRSassisted THz communication scenarios were further studied,
and the active beamforming at the transmitter and passive
reflecting beamforming at the IRS were jointly designed for
the communication coverage extension [21–23]. In addition,
[24] introduced the programmable IRS into multi-user THz
communication systems, and achieved a great improvement in
terms of the sum-rate.
On the other hand, information security is also a critical
issue in the next generation networks [25, 26] since the
broadcast nature of wireless medium presents a formidable
challenge in ensuring simultaneously secure and reliable communications in the presence of adversaries [27, 28]. As the
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high-directional and narrow-angle broadcasts of THz waves
bring inherent benefits to information security, the THzenabled physical layer security scenarios have attracted considerable attention [29]. Specifically, to reduce the probability
of data to be eavesdropped, the secure beamforming and
intelligent reflecting beamforming were jointly designed [30].
To suppress blocking effects on secure communications, the
IRS-assisted secure transmission schemes were proposed in
mmWave and THz band communications [31, 32]. It is proved
the secrecy performance can be significantly improved in both
LoS and NLoS scenarios.
The above work on IRS-assisted secure THz communication
schemes can intelligently use large-scale reflecting elements to
achieve superior secrecy performance. However, the introduction of IRS also leads to additional eavesdropping challenges,
since both the transmitter to IRS link and the IRS to user link
can be attacked by eavesdroppers. Recent work in [30–32]
either focuses on a single IRS assisted-secure transmission
with perfect eavesdropper channel state information (ECSI)
or only focuses on the IRS-user link eavesdropping attacks,
ignoring simultaneous eavesdropping attacks on multiple links
in IRS communication systems. In general, the ECSI is always
challenging to be fully obtained due to the untrustworthy
behaviors of eavesdroppers and feedback delay or channel
estimation errors. Moreover, the extremely narrow beamwidth
of THz waves makes the information leakage caused by the
imperfect ECSI more intractable. Besides, the benefits of THz
waves on physical layer security are limited by their blockageprone nature. Different from microwave communications, THz
waves are naturally prone to blockage by both stationary and
mobile objects in the channel, including buildings, walls, or
human bodies [33]. Therefore, eavesdroppers in THz systems can intercept confidential information transmission and
block partial legitimate communication links, leading to severe
secrecy performance loss. However, the impact of blocking
eavesdroppers on secure THz communications has not yet been
explored.
Motivated by the aforementioned problems, this paper investigates a multi-IRS-assisted secure transmission strategy
in THz systems, in which an eavesdropper located within
THz beams can both intercept and block confidential signal
transmission among the base station (BS)-IRS link and the
IRS-user link. To describe the impact of blockage-prone nature
of THz waves on secure transmissions, the power loss caused
by the eavesdropper’s blockage is modeled and included to
the confidential transmission channels. Under the imperfect
ECSI assumption, the worst-case secrecy rate is defined to
measure the secrecy transmission performance. The main
objective of this work is to investigate the blocking effects
of eavesdroppers on secure transmission in THz systems, and
design robust hybrid beamforming and reflecting scheme to
degrade the information leakage caused by imperfect ECSI,
thereby enhancing secrecy performance for THz communications. Specifically, the main contributions of this paper can be
summarized as follows.
• A multi-IRS-assisted secure transmission strategy for
THz communications is investigated. Given the blockageprone nature of THz waves, two types of blocking eaves-

dropping attacks are introduced and the blocking power
loss is modeled.
• The worst-case secrecy rate performance is analyzed with
partial ECSI, and a joint optimization problem of hybrid
beamforming and reflecting phase shifts is formulated.
• For the BS-IRS link eavesdropping, to tackle the nonconvex secrecy rate maximization problem with unit
modulus constraints and coupled variables, an alternative
method is proposed. The zero-forcing (ZF) principlebased hybrid beamforming and the closed-form phase
shifts of multiple IRSs are respectively derived.
• For the IRS-user link eavesdropping, a semidefinite programming (SDP)-based iterative algorithm is proposed to
obtain hybrid beamforming and reflecting beamforming
solutions iteratively. The convergence of the proposed
iterative algorithm is also proved theoretically.
• The robust IRS-empowered secure transmission strategy
is extended into multi-eavesdropper systems to resist
concurrent BS-IRS link-eavesdropping and IRS-user linkeavesdropping attacks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the system model and formulates the optimization
problem. In Section III and Section IV, we respectively
propose an alternative method and an iterative algorithm to
maximize the secrecy rate performance for BS-IRS link and
IRS-user link eavesdropping activities. In Section V, a robust
secure transmission strategy is further investigated for IRSempowered THz systems with multiple eavesdroppers. The
simulation results are presented and analyzed in Section VI.
Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
Notations: The bold upper (lower) letters denote matrices
(column vectors), and (·)H denotes the conjugate transpose.
k · k indicates the L2 norm of a vector and the | · | means
the absolute value. [a]+ denotes max(a, 0), ∠a denotes the
component-wise phase of a complex vector, and diag{a}
means a diagonal matrix with its diagonal elements given
in the vector a. CN (0, σ 2 ) represents a circularly symmetric
complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance
σ 2 . IM is the identity matrix of size M × M , and CM ×N
represents the space of M ×N complex matrices.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
Secure transmission for a multi-IRS-assisted THz system
is considered in this paper. As shown in Fig. 1, the THzempowered BS transmits confidential information to its desired
user Bob with the assistance of K IRSs, while the direct THz
link between them is blocked by the surrounding buildings,
trees, or other infrastructures. Here, we assume that the BS
and user Bob wish to keep their communication secret from
other users. Thus, the idle legitimate user Eve in the same
network is regarded as a potential eavesdropper. Considering
the blockage-prone nature of THz waves, we assume that
Eve located within THz beams can intercept confidential
communications and block a portion of confidential signals.
A. Channel Model
Here we assume that both BS and IRSs are equipped with
half-wavelength spaced uniform square planar arrays (USPAs)
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[34], which respectively consist of M antennas and N reflecting elements. Then, the THz multiple-input and multipleoutput (MIMO) channel between the BS and the k-th IRS can
be modeled as [35],
r
L
M N X l,k k k
l,k
l,k H
l,k
l,k
H
αBI Gr Gt ar (ϑa,r
, ϑe,r
)at (ϑa,t
, ϑe,t
) , ∀k,
HBI,k =
L
l=0
(1)
where k ∈ K, K = {1, 2, · · · , K}, and L denotes the number
of paths from the BS to the IRS and l indexes the paths.
Note that when l = 0, the corresponding component represents
l,k
the LoS path. Besides, αBI
represents the channel gain of
the l-th path for the communication link between the BS and
the kth IRS, which simultaneously captures the transmission
loss, molecular absorption, and the path loss caused by the
blocking eavesdropper. Gkr and Gkt are antenna gains at the
l,k
l,k
l,k
transceiver. ar (ϑl,k
a,r , ϑe,r ) and at (ϑa,t , ϑe,t ) denote the array
l,k
l,k
steering vector at the transceiver. ϑla,r (ϑa,t ) and ϑl,k
e,r (ϑe,t ) are
the azimuth and elevation angles of arrival and departure (AoA
and AoD), respectively.
Due to the space limitation at Bob and Eve, both of them
are assumed to be equipped with a single antenna. Thus the
IRS-user/Eve channel can be modeled as a multiple-input and
single-output (MISO) channel, i.e.,
r
L
N X l,k k k
l,k
h=
αIU Gr Gt aI,t (ϑl,k
(2)
a , ϑe ), ∀k,
L
l=0

where h ∈ {hD,k , ḡIE }, and h = hD,k denotes the IRS-user
l,k
channel, while h = ḡIE denotes the IRS-Eve channel. αIU
is
l,k
l,k
the complex gain of the l-th path, aI,t (ϑa , ϑe ) denotes the
l,k
array steering vector at the IRS. ϑl,k
a and ϑe are the azimuthand elevation-AoD of the IRS-user/Eve channel.
1) Blocking-based Power Loss: Since THz waves are vulnerable to blockage events, eavesdroppers may block confidential communications when located within THz beams. To
determine the power loss caused by the blocking eavesdropper,
the METIS-based shadowing screen model [36] is adopted.
As shown in Fig. 2, treating the blocking eavesdropper as a
shadowing screen with the height h and width w, the power
loss due to blockage can be modeled as
Lb = 1 − (Fh1 + Fh2 )(Fw1 + Fw2 ),

(3)
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Fig. 1.
System model for multi-IRS-assisted THz systems, where BS
communicates with user Bob, in the presence of multiple eavesdroppers Eve.

METIS-based shadowing screen model for blocking Eve.
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Fig. 3. The power loss versus the moving Eve, in which Eve moves in a
direction orthogonal to the Tx/Rx link with a speed of 0.1 m/s. The locations
of (Tx, Rx, Eve) are (0, 0, 2.5), (5, 0, 1.4), and (3, 0, 1.8) in meter (m).

where Fh1 , Fh2 and Fw1 , Fw2 account for knife edge diffraction at the four edges (h1 , h2 , w1 , w2 ). The shadowing for a
single edge is

p
arctan π2 πλ (D1,x + D2,x − r)
Fx =
,
(4)
π
in which x ∈ {h1 , h2 , w1 , w2 }, and λ denotes the wave
length, D1,x and D2,x are the projected distances between
the x edge of the screen and communication users, i.e., the
projected distance between BS/IRS and blocking eavesdropper
or the projected distance between IRS/Bob and blocking
eavesdropper. In addition, r is the projected distance between
the transceivers (e.g., the BS-to-IRS distance or the IRS-touser distance).
Aiming to clearly demonstrate the influence of blocking
eavesdroppers on signal transmission, we show the power
loss Lb in Fig. 3 as the eavesdropper moves orthogonal to
the LoS link. From Fig. 3 we can notice that the LoS link
suffers from severe power loss when the eavesdropper blocks
it. Thus, it is necessary to take into account the blockage of the
eavesdropper for secure transmission in high-frequency bands.
2) Path Gain: It is known that THz signals not only suffer
severe molecular absorption and propagation loss, but also
are highly sensitive to blockage due to high penetration loss.
Hence, when the blocking eavesdropper is located within the
THz beam, we formulate the LoS path loss as1



c
r
1
αLoS (f ) = Lb
exp −j2πf
exp − K(f )r , (5)
4πf r
c
2
in which Lb is the power loss caused by blocking eavesdropper, f is the frequency of operation. Particularly, K(f ) is the
1 If

the eavesdropper does not block the THz beam, Lb = 1.
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molecular absorption coefficient and can be written as [19, 37]
X p T0
K(f ) =
σ g (f ),
(6)
p
T
0
g
in which p and p0 denote the system pressure and the reference
pressure, while T and T0 represent the system temperature and
the standard temperature. σ g (f ) is the absorption cross section.
The NLoS path loss is a combination of the Fresnel reflection coefficient R(f ), spreading loss, and molecular absorption
loss and can be written as
αRef (f ) =

K
X

H
hH
D,k Θk HBI,k FRF fBB s + nD ,

(9)

k=1

...

Digital
Beamformer

yD =

...

......
RF Chain

×1

denotes the analog beamformer for each antenna
C NRF
subarray. Then the received signal at Bob is denoted as3


r1 + r2 
c
· exp −j2πf
4πf (r1 + r2 )
c


1
·R(f ) · exp − K(f )(r1 + r2 ) .
2

(7)

where r1 denotes the transmitter-to-reflector distance, and r2
is the reflector-to-receiver distance.
3) Array Steering Vector: For the Nx × Nz -element USPA
on the xz-plane, the array steering vector corresponding to the
l-path can be expressed as
h
l
l
l
2π
1
a(ϑla , ϑle ) = √
1, ..., ej λ d(p cos(ϑa ) sin(ϑe )+q cos(ϑe ) ,
N xNz
iT
l
l
l
2π
..., ej λ d((Nx−1)cos(ϑa ) sin(ϑe )+(Nz−1)cos(ϑe ) ,

(8)

where λ = c/fc is the wavelength, and d = λ/2 is the element
spacing at the BS or IRSs. 0 ≤ p < Nx , 0 ≤ q < Nz are the
element indices in the xz-plane.
B. Signal Model
In the multi-IRS-assisted secure THz communication system, a THz-empowered BS transmits signal s with power Ps
to multiple IRSs, then IRSs reflect the confidential signal to
the desired user Bob through reflecting phase shifters.
To reduce the power consumption and hardware cost, a
partial-connected hybrid beamforming structure [7, 38] is
adopted at the BS. As shown in Fig. 4, there are NRF
RF chains equipped at the BS with M antennas, and
each RF chain is connected to NM
antennas via analog
RF
phase shifters2 . Hence, the digital beamformer is fBB ∈
CNRF ×1 , and the analog beamformer can be expressed as
FRF = diag{fRF,1 , ..., fRF,NRF } ∈ CM ×NRF , where fRF,n ∈
2 Note that to facilitate the partial connected hybrid beamforming structure
at the BS, we assume that NRF < M and NM is an integer.
RF

where E{|s|2 } = 1 and E{kFRF fBB k2 } ≤ Ps . The matrix Θk = diag{θ̂θ k } is the reflecting matrix at the k-th
IRS, in which θ̂θ k = [ejθk,1 , ejθk,2 , ..., ejθk,N ]T , and θk,i ∈
[0, 2π), ∀k, i is the phase shift of each reflecting element. In addition, HBI,k ∈ CM ×N and hD,k ∈ CN ×1 are
respectively the BS-to-k-th IRS channel and the k-th IRSto-Bob channel, which are assumed perfectly known at the
2
BS4 . nD ∼ CN (0, σD
) is the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) at Bob.
For the IRS-assisted communication, since the confidential
signals are transmitted among the BS-to-IRS link and the IRSto-Bob link, the eavesdropping attacks may occur in both
links, namely BS-IRS link eavesdropping and IRS-user link
eavesdropping.
1) BS-IRS Link Eavesdropping: When the eavesdropper
Eve is located between the BS and the m-th IRS, it is assumed
that Eve attempts to intercept signals from BS, then the BSIRS link eavesdropping occurs. The received signal at Eve is
written as5
B
H
yE
= gBE
FRF fBB s + nE ,
(10)
where gBE ∈ CM ×1 denotes the channel coefficient from the
2
) is the AWGN noise at
BS and Eve, and nE ∼ CN (0, σE
Eve. Note that considering the blocking effects of Eve and
narrow THz beams, we assume that the link from the BS to
the m-th IRS HBI,m surfers blocking-based power loss Lb .
2) IRS-User Link Eavesdropping: When Eve is located
between IRS and Bob links, it may attempt to intercept the
reflecting beam from IRS. In this case, Eve can also cause an
additional power loss Lb in the IRS-Bob link due to the narrow
beam and the blocking sensitivity of THz waves. Without
of loss generality, we assume that the m-th IRS-Bob link is
intercepted and blocked, then the received signal at Eve can
be written as6
I
H
yE
= gIE
Θm HH
BI,m FRF fBB s + nE ,

(11)

in which gIE ∈ CN ×1 denotes the m-th IRS-to-eavesdropper
channel coefficient.
Note that as Eve is an idle user, its interactions with the
dedicated system are less frequent. Thus, the ECSI is assumed
to be imperfectly known at the BS. Taking into account the
feedback delay and untrustworthy of feedback information
caused by the malicious behaviors of eavesdroppers, an additive uncertainty channel model with error bound is adopted
to account for the imperfect ECSI, i.e.,
g = ḡ + ∆g, Ω = {k∆gk ≤ },

(12)

3 The channel between IRSs is ignored due to sufficiently large distance
between buildings where IRSs are integrated.
4 Note that the perfect CSI at legal users is obtained by making full use of
all available resources.
5 Note that in this case there is no IRS-Eve link due to narrow THz beams.
6 For IRS-user link eavesdropping, Eve has no links between BS and k 6= m
IRS, thus no signal is received from them.
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where g ∈ {gBE , gIE}, and ḡ ∈ {ḡBE , ḡIE} is the estimated
channel vector. In particular, the continuous set Ω contains all
possible CSI uncertainties with their norms bounded by  > 0.
To guarantee the information security for any admissible
ECSI conditions, the nominal worst-case secrecy rate (WCSR)
between the BS and legal user Bob is defined to measure the
minimum secrecy rate with partial ECSI, i.e.,
Rswc = min [log2 (1 + γD ) − log2 (1 + γE )]+
k∆gk≤

(13)

=[log2 (1 + γD ) − log2 (1 + γewc )]+ ,
where γD is the received SNR at Bob [39],
γD

K
1 X H
hD,k Θk HH
= 2
BI,k FRF fBB
σD

2

,

(14)

k=1

and γewc denotes the maximum SNR which can be received
at the eavesdropper under any channel realization.
Before obtaining the expression of γewc , the following two
inequalities are first derived based on the triangle inequality
and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality7 , i.e.,
H
|(ḡBE + ∆gBE )H FRF fBB | ≤ |ḡBE
FRF fBB |+ kFRF fBB k, (15)

|(ḡIE + ∆gIE )H Θm HH
BI,m FRF fBB |
H
H
≤ |ḡIE
Θm HH
BI,m FRF fBB |+kΘm HBI,m FRF fBB k.

(16)

According to the equation (15), the maximum SNR at Eve for
the BS-IRS link eavesdropping can be expressed as
B
γewc
=

=

max

k∆gBE k≤

1 H
2
2 |gBE FRF fBB |
σE

2
1
H
|ḡBE
FRF fBB | + kFRF fBB k .
2
σE

(17)

Similarly, for the IRS-user link eavesdropping, the maximum
received SNR at Eve can be obtained based on (16)
1 H
2
max
|gIE Θm HH
BI,m FRF fBB |
σE2
 (18)
1 H
H
H
Θm HBI,m
FRF fBB|+kΘm HBI,m
FRF fBBk 2 .
= 2 |ḡIE
σE

I
γewc
=

k∆gIE k≤

To maximize the secrecy performance with partial ECSI, the
joint optimization problem with respect to hybrid beamforming and reflecting phase shifts will be analyzed in the following
sections, and secure transmission strategies to protect BS-IRS
link and IRS-user link will be respectively designed.
III. BS-IRS L INK E AVESDROPPING WITH S INGLE
E AVESDROPPER
When the eavesdropper Eve approaches the BS, the BSIRS link eavesdropping occurs. In this way, Eve can both
intercept and block confidential signals emitted from the BS.
To degrade the information leakage at Eve, the zero-forcing
(ZF) principle is used to null out the confidential signals leaked
H
in the eavesdropper channel, i.e., ḡBE
FRF fBB = 0. With the
residual information leakage caused by imperfect ECSI, the
worst-case secrecy rate maximization problem of the hybrid
7 For any vectors a ∈ CN ×1 , b ∈ CN ×1 , and x ∈ CN ×1 , |aH x +
bH x| ≤ |aH x| + |bH x| ≤ |aH x| + kbH k · kxk.

beamformer at the BS and reflecting phase shifts at multiple
IRSs can be expressed as
(P1) :

max

PK

1+ σ12

D

FRF ,fBB ,Θk

H
hH
D,k Θk HBI,k FRF fBB
2
H F
|ḡBE
RF fBB|+kFRF fBBk

2

k=1

1+ σ12

E

 H

 ḡBE FRF fBB = 0,
kFRF fBB k2 ≤ Ps ,
s.t.


|[Θk ]i,i |2 = |ejθk,i | = 1, θk,i ∈ [0, 2π), ∀k, i.
(19)
From (19) we can clearly see that the hybrid beamformer
(FRF , fBB ) and the reflecting matrix Θk are coupled with
each other, and the unit modulus constraints of the elements
in Θk are non-convex. Thus, it is difficult to solve P1 directly.
In particular, since Eve intercepts the transmit beam of
the BS instead of the reflecting beams of IRSs, the reflecting matrix Θk design is only associated with the received
information rate at Bob, i.e, the numerator of the objective
function. To solve the formulated non-convex problem, we
hence propose to design the reflecting beamforming and hybrid
beamforming alternatively. Specifically, we first derive the
function expression of reflecting phase shifts with respect to the hybrid beamformer based on the numerator, i.e.,
Θk (FRF , fBB ). By substituting the derived Θk (FRF , fBB )
into the original problem, we then transform problem P1 into
another optimization problem of the hybrid beamformer and
solve it according to the ZF beamforming principle.
A. Reflecting Matrix Design
To simplify the expression of the objective function in
h T T
i
T T
problem P1, here we define φ = θ̂θ 1 , θ̂θ 2 , ..., θ̂θ K . Then the
optimization problem with respect to reflecting phase shifts at
all IRSs can be formulated as
(P1.1) :

2
φT diag{h∗D }HH
max |φ
BI FRF fBB |

θ k ,k∈K
θ̂


i
h
 φ = θ̂θ T , θ̂θ T , ..., θ̂θ T T ,
K
2
1
s.t.
 |[θ̂θ k ]i |2 = |ejθk,i | = 1, θk,i ∈ [0, 2π), ∀i.

(20)

where hD = [hTD,1 , hTD,2 , ..., hTD,K ]T ∈ CN K×1 accommodates all channels from K IRs to Bob, and HBI =
[HBI,1 , HBI,2 , ..., HBI,K ] ∈ CM ×N K denotes the equivalent
channel from the BS to all IRSs.
Applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the objective function in the above problem P1.1, we can clarify that
(a)

2
φT diag{h∗D }HH
|φ
BI FRF fBB | ≤

2
φT k2 · kdiag{h∗D }HH
kφ
BI FRF fBB k .

(21)

φ∗ ) =
The equality of (a) can be established only if ∠(φ
H
H
∠(diag{hD }HBI FRF fBB ).
Thus, the optimal reflecting phase that maximizes the secrecy rate performance can be calculated in a closed-form as

opt
H
∠(θ̂θ k ) = −∠ diag{hH
(22)
D }HBI FRF fBB , ∀k.
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B. Hybrid Beamforming Design
With the obtained reflecting phase shifts Θk (FRF , fBB ),
the original problem P1 can be expressed as
(P1.2) :

max

FRF ,fBB

H
1 + fBB
FH
RF RBD FRF fBB
2 H
1 + σ2 fBB FH
RF FRF fBB
E

(
s.t.

H
ḡBE
FRF fBB = 0,
kFRF fBB k2 ≤ Ps .

(23)

where RBD = σN2 HBI diag{hD }diag{h∗D }HH
BI .
D
Note that as the analog beamformer FRF and digital beamformer fBB are always coupled with each other, here we temporarily couple them as a single vector variable w = FRF fBB
to make the formulated problem easier to solve.
With the ZF beamforming protocol and the generalized
eigenvector decomposition, the optimal hybrid beamforming
can be derived according to the following proposition.
Proposition 1. The closed-form solution of w of problem
P1.2 can be derived as
s
Ps
opt
w =
B1 q1 ,
(24)
HB q
qH
B
1 1
1
1
where B1 is defined as the null space of the eavesdropper
H
channel ḡBE
, and q1 denotes the unit-norm eigenvector of the
2
1
H
−1 1
H
[ Ps BH
matrix [ Ps BH
1 B1 + σ 2 B1 B1 ]
1 B1 + B1 RBD B1 ]
E
corresponding to its maximum eigenvalue.
Proof: Please see Appendix A.
As the analog beamforming is implemented by THz phase
shifts, while the digital beamforming has full control over
both the amplitude and the phase of the signal [40]. Considering the power constraint at the BS, we thus define the
analog beamformer for each antenna subarray as fRF,n =
jϕ M
√ 1
[ejϕ1 , ..., e NRF ], ∀n, where ϕi ∈ [0, 2π), ∀i deM/NRF

notes the angle of each phase shift. Then we propose to
decouple fRF,n from the solution wopt as
1
opt
fRF,n
=p
ej∠(Gn w) , ∀n,
(25)
M/NRF
where Gn = [0(n−1)

M
NR F

,I

M
NR F

, 0(NRF −n)

M
NR F

].

With
of analog beamformer Fopt
RF =
n the obtained solution
o
opt
opt
diag fRF,1 , ..., fRF,NRF , the closed-form digital beamformer can be derived as
s
Ps
opt
fBB =
Bq,
(26)
qH BH Bq
H
in which given the null space of ḡBE
FRF , i.e., the matrix
B, the vector q represents the unit-norm eigenvector of
2
−1 1
the matrix [ P1s BH B + σ2 BH FH
[ Ps BH B +
RF INRF FRF B]
E
H H
B FRF RBD FRF B] corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue.
With the obtained solution of hybrid analog and digital
beamforming, the reflecting phase shifts in (22) can be updated. Consequently, the whole secure transmission strategy
for BS-IRS link eavesdropping attacks can be summarized as
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Alternative Algorithm for WCSR Maximization
1: Initialize channel condition hD,k , HBI,k , ḡBE and .
opt
2: Calculate analog beamforming FRF based on equation
(25).
opt
3: With the obtained FRF , calculate the digital beamforming
opt
vector fBB using (26).
opt
opt
4: With the obtained hybrid beamformers FBF and fBB , deopt
rive the optimal solution of reflecting phase shifts θ̂θ k , ∀k.
opt
opt
opt
θ k ).
5: return (FBF , fBB , θ̂

IV. IRS-U SER L INK -E AVESDROPPING WITH S INGLE
E AVESDROPPER
For the IRS-user link eavesdropping attack, the information
leakage occurs among the communication between the mth IRS and Bob, and Eve can block partial information
transmission among this link. In comparison with BS-IRS
link-eavesdropping, the IRS-user link-eavesdropping leads to
the worst-case secrecy rate maximization problem more intractable. Specifically, the worst-case secrecy rate in (27) is a
fractional function for both hybrid beamforming and reflecting
phase shifts, which allows FRF fBB design and Θk , k ∈ K
design to be coupled with each other. Moreover, the unit
modulus constraints of reflecting phase shifts and imperfect
ECSI lead to ZF principle difficult to implement at the IRS.
The reason is that if ZF principle is used for the IRS-Eve link,
H
each element of ḡIE,m
Θm is required to be zero. That is the
product of each element of eavesdropper channel ḡIE,m and
each ejθm,i is equal to zero, which is infeasible8 .
Here instead of maximizing the secrecy rate directly, we aim
to maximize it with a given information leakage threshold γ0 ,
2
PK
FRF fBB
Θk HH
1+ σ12
hH
BI,k
D,k
k=1
D
max
2

FRF ,fBB ,Θk
1
H F f |+kΘ HH F f k
H
1+σ2 |ḡIE Θm HBI,m
RF BB
m BI,m RF BB
E



 γewc (FRF , fBB , θ̂θ m ) ≤ γ0 ,
kFRF fBB k2 ≤ Ps ,
s.t.

 |[Θ ] |2 = |ejθk,i | = 1, θ ∈ [0, 2π), ∀k, i.
k i,i
k,i
(28)
In the above problem, it is obvious that its objective
function is still not jointly concave with respect to hybrid beamforming and reflecting beamforming. Additionally, with a given information leakage at Eve, the lower
wc
bound
in (27) can be obtained as Rswc ≥ (1 +
s
PKof RH
1
H
2
2 |
k=1 hD,k Θk HBI,k FRF fBB | )/(1 + γ0 ), which is conσD
cave with respect to FRF fBB and Θk .
Hence, instead of (28), we propose to jointly design hybrid beamforming and reflecting beamforming with the lower
8 Note that if the product of two complex numbers x and y is equal to zero,
then at least one of them is zero, which is contrary to the system assumption.
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1+

Rswc =
1+

1
2
σE



1
2
σD

PK

k=1

max

FRF ,fBB ,Θk

K
1 X H
hD,k Θk HH
BI,k FRF fBB
2
σD

2

k=1



 γewc (FRF , fBB , θ̂θ m ) ≤ γ0 ,
kFRF fBB k2 ≤ Ps ,
s.t.

 |[Θ ] |2 = |ejθk,i | = 1, θ ∈ [0, 2π), ∀k, i.
k i,i
k,i

(a)

|h̃H FRF fBB |2 ≤ kh̃H FRF k2 · kfBB k2
= kfBB k2 ·

In the above problem, the information leakage constraint is

N
RF
X

(31)
2
|h̃H
n fRF,n | ,

n=1
H

φ}HH
= hH
the equivalent channel
D diag{φ
BI denotes
(n M )
((n−1) NM +1)
RF
, ..., h̃ NRF ], ∀n.
to Bob, and h̃n = [h̃



H
H
H
2
|ḡIE
Θm HBI,m
FRF fBB |+kΘm HBI,m
FRF fBB k 2 ≤ γ0 ·σE
.

It can be proved that the above problem P2 remains
non-convex due to the unit modulus constraint and coupled
variables. As an alternative, an iterative algorithm is hence
proposed in this section, in which the hybrid beamforming and
reflecting phase shifts can be iteratively designed by converting
the original problem into two subproblems.
A. Hybrid Beamforming Design
When the eavesdropper intercepts the m-th IRS-user link,
its eavesdropping performance mainly relies on the reflecting
beam, rather than the transmit beam from the BS. Therefore,
the hybrid beamforming is first designed. In particular, since
the analog beamforming is implemented by THz phase shifts,
we can also define fRF,n as the same expression in Section III,
(i)
i.e., fRF,n = √ 1
ejϕi , ∀n, i. Then we have FH
RF FRF =
M/NRF

INRF , and the power constraint at the BS can be reduced
to kFRF fBB k2 = kfBB k2 ≤ Ps . Then the subproblem with
respect to (FRF , fBB ) can be written as
2
φ}HH
max |hH
D diag{φ
BI FRF fBB |

FRF ,fBB



 γewc (FRF , fBB , θ̂θ m ) ≤ γ0 ,
kfBB k2 ≤ Ps ,
s.t.

p
 (i)
|fRF,n | = 1/ M/NRF , ∀n, i.

(27)

2

1) Analog Beamforming Design: In order to decouple the
analog and digital beamformers, an upper bound of array
gain between the BS and the destination is first derived. For
the partially-connected hybrid beamforming architecture, the
upper bound of array gain can be obtained using CauchiSchwarz inequality, i.e.,

(29)

(P2.1) :

2

H Θ HH
H
|ḡIE
m BI,m FRF fBB | + kΘm HBI,m FRF fBB k

bound of Rswc , i.e.,
(P2) :

H
hH
D,k Θk HBI,k FRF fBB

where h̃
from BS
Then the optimization problem with respect to analog
beamforming to maximize the upper bound of array gain can
be written as
1
(i)
2
max kh̃H
, ∀n, i. (32)
n fRF,n k , s.t. |fRF,n | = p
fRF,n
M/NRF
It is obvious that the above problem is equivalent to the equality gain transmission problem [42], which has the analytical
solution as
(i)
1
(i)
fRF,n = p
ej(ζ+∠h̃n )
(33)
M/NRF
(i)

where ζ ∈ (0, 2π] is an arbitrary phase, and ∠h̃n is the phase
angle of the i-th element of h̃n .
2) Digital Beamforming Design: With the obtained analog
beamformer, the subproblem of digital beamforming design
can be written as
2
φ}HH
(P2.2) : max |hH
D diag{φ
BI FRF fBB |
fBB
(
γewc (FRF , fBB , θ̂θ m ) ≤ γ0 ,
s.t.
kfBB k2 ≤ Ps .

(34)

Then the solution can be derived based on the following
Proposition 2.
(30)

It is obvious that the formulated hybrid beamforming problem is non-convex due to the coupled analog and digital
beamformer, and the constant modulus constraint for each
entry of FRF . To tackle the above non-convex problem,
the suboptimal two-stage-based hybrid beamforming strategy
[40, 41] is proposed by decoupling the above problem into
an analog beamforming problem and a digital beamforming
problem. In the first stage, the RF analog beamforming design
aims to maximize the achievable array gain offered by a large
number of antennas at the BS. In the second stage, the digital
beamforming is then designed to maximize the information
rate at Bob with a given information leakage at Eve.

Proposition 2. With the limited information leakage at Eve,
the closed-form solution of digital beamformer, which maximizes the information rate received at the legal user, can be
obtained as
opt
fBB
= µq,
(35)
where µ is the power constraint factor and is described as
)
(
√
p
γ0 σE
,
µ = min
Ps , H
H
|ḡIE Θm HH
BI,m FRF q| + kHBI,m FRF qk
and the vector q is
q=

φ∗ }hD
FH
RF HBI diag{φ
.
H
φ∗ }hD k
kFRF HBI diag{φ

Proof: Please see Appendix B.
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B. Reflecting Beamforming Design
max tr(HD Φ)

Before solving the solution of reflecting beamforming, here
we first rewrite the objective function of problem P2, and
utilizing the triangle inequality we can obtain that
2
φ}HH
|hH
D diag{φ
BI FRF fBB |

φ) +
g(φ̃

s.t.

(a)

≤

2
T
θ̂θ m diag{h∗D,m }HH
BI,m FRF fBB

(36)
2

T

φ diag{h̃∗D }H̃H
φ) = φ̃
in which the function g(φ̃
BI FRF fBB ,
T

Φ0



T

T

T

φ = [θ̂θ 1 , ..., θ̂θ m−1 , θ̂θ m+1 , ..., θ̂θ K ]T , h̃D =
and the vector φ̃
T
T
[hD,1 , ..., hD,m−1 , hTD,m+1 , ...hTD,K ]T , and the matrix H̃BI =
[HBI,1 , ..., HBI,m−1 , HBI,m+1 , ..., HBI,K ]. The equality in
(a) holds if and only if

tr(GE Φ) ≤ Q(γ0 ),
tr(En Φ) = 1, ∀n,

(41)

∗
H
H
H
where GE = diag{gIE
}HBI,m
FRF fBB fBB
FRF
HBI,m diag{gIE},
∗
H
H
H
HD = diag{hD,m }HBI,m FRF fBB fBB FRF HBI,m diag{hD,m }.
The matrix En ∈ CN ×N is defined as En (i, j) = 1 for
i = j = n, otherwise En (i, j) = 0.
The relaxed problem in (41) is a standard SDP problem, and
it can be solved via CVX tools with interior-point algorithms.
opt
Then the rank-one solution θ̂θ m can be derived by the Gaussian
randomization method [13].

T

∠(θ̂θ m diag{h∗D,m }HH
BI,m FRF fBB )
φ
= ∠(φ̃

T

diag{h̃∗D }H̃H
BI FRF fBB )

C. Iterative Algorithm Description
(37)

, ϕ0 .
Thereby, with the designed hybrid beamforming at the
BS, the subproblem of reflecting phase shifts under a given
information leakage constraint can be written as
φ) +
(P2.3) : max g(φ̃
θ k ,k∈K
θ̂

T
2
|θ̂θ m diag{h∗D,m }HH
BI,m FRF fBB |

 T
2
∗

} HH
 |θ̂θ m diag {gIE
BI,m FRF fBB | ≤ Q(γ0 ),

By iteratively updating the hybrid beamforming and reflecting phase shifts based on the above two subsections, the
optimization problem P2 can be solved. The main steps in our
proposed iterative algorithm are summarized as follows.
Algorithm 2 Iterative Algorithm
0

1:

2:

(38)

3:
4:

2
√
where Q(γ0 ) = σE γ0 −kHH
BI,m FRF fBB k .
φ) is independent with
It can be intuitively seen that g(φ̃
reflecting beamforming θ̂θ m at the m-th IRS, and the optimal
φ for (k 6= m)th IRS is only determined by g(φ̃
φ) and the conφ̃
straint in equation (37). In other words, for any given θ̂θ m , the
φ which maximizing the secrecy rate performance can
optimal φ̃
φ), s.t.(37).
be derived from the equivalent problem max g(φ̃
On the basis of Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the solution of
φ can be obtained as
φ̃

5:

s.t.

φ
φ̃

opt

=

|[θ̂θ k ]i |2 = |ejθk,i | = 1, θk,i ∈ [0, 2π), ∀k, i.


Eq.(37)

opt
opt
opt
opt
[(θ̂θ 1 )T , ..., (θ̂θ m−1 )T , (θ̂θ m+1 )T , ..., (θ̂θ K )T ]T
H

H

= ej (ϕ0 −∠(diag{h̃D }H̃BI FRF fBB ))

(39)

opt

φ , the problem P2.3 is reduced as an
With the solution φ̃
optimization problem of the reflecting beamformer at the m-th
IRS, i.e.,
T

0

2
(P2.3 ) max |θ̂θ m diag{h∗D,m }HH
BI,m FRF fBB |
θm
θ̂

s.t.

 T
∗
H
2

 |θ̂θ m diag {gIE } HBI,m FRF fBB | ≤ Q(γ0 ),
|[θ̂θ m ]i |2 = |ejθm,i | = 1, θm,i ∈ [0, 2π), ∀i,




φ = φ̃
φ
φ̃

(40)

opt

To cope with the non-convexity caused by the unit modulus
constraints of θ̂θ m , we propose to reformulate the above prob∗
∗
lem as an SDP one. Given the definition of Φ , θ̂θ m (θ̂θ m )H
and moving the rank-one constraint rank(Φ) = 1, the problem
0
P2.3 can be reformulated as its relaxed form, i.e,

6:

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

0

0

0

Initialize θ̂θ k = [ejθk,1 , ejθk,2 , ..., ejθk,N ]T , k ∈ K, Θ0k =
0
0
diag{θ̂θ k }, F0BF , fBB
, ε, and set n = 0.
0
0
0
wc
, θ̂θ k ).
Calculate Rs (FRF , fBB
repeat
n=n+1
n−1
n
by using
With the fixed θ̂θ k , calculate FnBF and fBB
Proposition 2.
For k = m, calculate the SDR solution Φopt , derive its
eigen-decomposition, then obtain the rank-one solution
n
n
Φopt = θ̂θ m (θ̂θ m )H .
n
n
For k 6= m, calculate θ̂θ k by substituting θ̂θ m into
equation (39).
The solution of all reflecting beamformers is φ n =
n
n
n
n
n
[(θ̂θ 1 )T , ..., (θ̂θ m−1 )T , (θ̂θ m )T , (θ̂θ m+1 )T , ..., (θ̂θ K )T ]T
n
n
n
wc
wc n
Calculate (Rs ) = Rs (FRF , fBB , φ ).
until |(Rswc )n − (Rswc )n−1 | ≤ ε.
opt
n
opt
n
n
θ k = θ̂θ k , k ∈ K.
return Fopt
BF fBB = FBF fBB and θ̂

The above algorithm guarantees that the objective function
in P2 is non-decreasing after each iteration. With the limited
transmit power at the BS, the achievable secrecy rate is upper
bounded by a finite value. Consequently, the convergence of
Algorithm 2 is guaranteed. If we assume the iteration number
is Niter , the complexity of our proposed iterative algorithm
can be calculated relying on the hybrid beamforming and reflecting beamforming design and Niter . For the hybrid beamforming design, the complexity of obtaining analog beamformer about O(N 2 + N M ), and the complexity of deriving
digital beamformer is about O(M N NRF ). For the reflecting
beamforming design, the complexity of obtaining Θk , k 6= m
is O((N − 1)N 2 M ), while the complexity using SDP method
to derive Θm is about O(N 3.5 ) [43]. Thus the
√ complexity of
the iterative algorithm is about O(N 3 (M + N )Niter ).
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V. S ECRECY P ERFORMANCE FOR M ULTI - EAVESDROPPER
S YSTEM
In this section, we will study the secrecy performance in
the case of multiple eavesdroppers, and provide a hybrid
beamforming and reflecting beamforming scheme to maximize the worst-case secrecy rate with imperfect ECSI. In the
multi-eavesdropper system, KE non-colluding eavesdroppers
are assumed to be randomly located in the communication
area. Thus both BS-IRS links and IRS-user links may be
intercepted and blocked by eavesdroppers, i.e., two types of
eavesdropping attacks can co-occur. When Eve approaches the
BS, it intercepts and can block some BS-IRS links. Otherwise,
when Eve is located between IRS and Bob, the IRS-user link
eavesdropping will occur.
Without loss generality, we assume that the number of BSIRS link-based eavesdropping is KB and the number of IRSuser link-based eavesdropping is KI , and KB + KI = KE .
Thus the worst-case secrecy rate for multi-eavesdropper system can be written as
Rswc =[log2 (1 + γD ) − log2 (1 + max
=[log2 (1 + γD ) − log2 (1 +

max γE,n )]+

n∈KE k∆gE k≤
max +
γewc
)] ,

(42)

max
denotes the maximum SNR received at all nonwhere γewc
colluding eavesdroppers, and it can be written as
max
γewc
= max max γE,n
n∈KE k∆gE k≤
 (43)

I
B
, max max γE,j
= max max max γE,i
i∈KB k∆gE k≤

max

FRF ,fBB ,Θk

(
s.t.

Proof: Please see Appendix C.
On the basis of the above proposition, the secure transmission scheme for multiple eavesdroppers can be summarized
as the following Algorithm 3, which can both resist BS-IRS
link-eavesdropping and IRS-user link-eavesdropping attacks.
Algorithm 3 Secure Transmission with Multi-Eavesdroppers
0

1:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

7:
8:

0

0

0

0
Initialize F0BF , fBB
, θ̂θ k = [ejθk,1 , ejθk,2 , ..., ejθk,N ]T , k ∈
0
K, Θ0k = diag{θ̂θ k }.
0
0
Calculate m = arg max γewc,k and Rswc (F0RF , fBB
, θ̂θ k ).
k∈K
if A  0 then
opt
Find the optimal hybrid beamforming Fopt
BF , fBB and
opt
reflecting phase shifts θ̂θ k by using Algorithm 1.
else
Adopt the iterative algorithm in Algorithm 2 to calculate
opt
opt
θ k iteratively, and return the solution
Fopt
BF , fBB and θ̂
when the algorithm converges.
end if
opt
opt
θ k ).
return (Fopt
BF , fBB , θ̂

j∈KI k∆gE k≤

in which KE = KB ∪ KI , and KB = {1, 2, ..., KB },
I
B
and maxk∆gE k≤ γE,j
KI = {1, 2, ..., KI }. maxk∆gE k≤ γE,i
respectively represent the received SNR for BS-IRS link-based
eavesdropping and IRS-user link-based eavesdropping, and
their definitions can be found in equations (17) and (18).
To maximize the worst-case secrecy rate performance, a
joint optimization problem with respect to hybrid beamforming and reflecting phase shifts are formulated as
(P3) :

H
H
Proposition 3. If matrix A = (HBI,q ΘH
q ḡIE,q ḡIE,q Θq HBI,q
H
− ḡBE,p ḡBE,p ) is positive semidefinite, we can express the maximum SNR received by all eavesdroppermax
I
max
B
s as γewc
= γewc,q
, otherwise γewc
= γewc,p
, in
B
which p = arg maxi∈KB maxk∆gE k≤ γE,i and q =
I
arg maxj∈KI maxk∆gE k≤ γE,j
.

Rswc (FRF , fBB , Θk )

kFRF fBB k2 ≤ Ps ,
θk,i ∈ [0, 2π), ∀i, k.

(44)

It is intuitive that the objective function in the above problem
has two different expressions based on two types of eavesdropB
ping attacks. Specifically, if maxi∈KB maxk∆gE k≤ γE,i
>
I
max
maxj∈KI maxk∆gE k≤ γE,j , the maximum SNR γewc is intercepted from BS-IRS links, and the objective function in
P3 has a similar expression to problem P1. Then the optimal
solution of hybrid beamforming and reflecting beamforming
max
can be obtained via Algorithm 1. Otherwise, γewc
is obtained
from IRS-user links, and the problem in (44) can be regarded
as a similar problem to P2. Then the solution can be derived
via Algorithm 2.
Before summarizing the secure transmission strategy for
multi-eavesdropper systems, the following Proposition 3 is first
max
proposed to determine the analytical expression of γewc
.

VI. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
This section will validate the accuracy and effectiveness of
our proposed theoretical results and present the worst-case
secrecy rate performance for the IRS-assisted THz system
with blocking eavesdroppers. In the following, all simulation
results are obtained by averaging over 103 independent trials.
To evaluate blocking effects of eavesdroppers on confidential
information transmission, all users are assumed to be located
in a three-dimensional space. In particular, BS and Bob are
located at (0, 0, 2.5) and (50, 0, 1.4) in meter (m), respectively.
Meanwhile, the eavesdropper and multiple IRSs are randomly
distributed in the communication area. We assume that IRSs
are installed at a height of 2 m, and the height of eavesdroppers
is 1.8 m for IRS-user link eavesdropping activity or 2.3 m
for BS-IRS link eavesdropping activity9 . Unless otherwise
specified, the transmit frequency and transmit power at the
BS with M = 52 antennas are set to f = 0.3 THz and
Ps = 20 dBm, respectively. In our considered system, there
are K = 3 IRSs in total and each of them is equipped with
N = 62 reflecting elements. Besides, the antenna gain is set
to 14 dBi, the number of paths is L = 3 and the absorption
coefficient of the medium can be obtained with the help of
HITRAN database [35].
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multi-IRSs

2.5
single-IRS

Performance Gain

2

Single IRS, N=8 24
Single IRS, N=6 18
Block-Free, N=64
Block-Free, N=36
Block-Aware, N=64
Block-Aware, N=36
Block-Unaware, N=64
Block-Unaware, N=36
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Fig. 5. WCSR performance versus the blockage-based power loss Lb , in
which the BS-IRS link is intercepted by Eve.

Fig. 6. WCSR versus the transmit power Ps at the BS, in which the BS-IRS
link is intercepted by Eve.

A. BS-IRS Link Eavesdropping with Single Eve

all N K elements in one large IRS (“Single IRS”), when
Lb = −16 dB and N = 64 our proposed multi-IRS scenario
can bring more than twice the secrecy performance gain.
In the IRS-assisted secure THz communications, increasing
transmit power at the BS can not only enhance the received
confidential signal power at the desired user, but also increase
the information leakage at eavesdroppers. Fig. 6 illustrates the
worst-case secrecy rate performance with different transmit
power Ps in the presence of BS-IRS link eavesdropping attacks. We can observe that with the imperfect ECSI, the secrecy
rate increases with Ps in the lower power regime, while for
the high power regime, the secrecy rate increase slowly. It
is because of the close distance between Eve and BS and
THz beam misalignment caused by imperfect ECSI, excessive
power at the BS leads to more information leakage, rather than
information rate enhancement at desired users. In comparison,
since the accurate ECSI can be used to design optimal beamforming and reflecting phase shifts, the information leakage
in perfect ECSI transmission can be suppressed using the
ZF beamforming scheme. Thus the WCSR can monotonically
increase with the transmit power Ps . Besides, compared with
the conventional fully-digital beamforming scheme (‘F-DBF’),
our proposed hybrid beamforming scheme (‘HBF’) achieves
satisfactory secrecy performance with a smaller number of RF
chains and lower complexity.

As THz waves are vulnerable to blockage events, secure
communication in such high-frequency bands may suffer
both malicious eavesdropping attacks and additional blockages
by eavesdroppers within THz beams. Therefore, the power
loss caused by eavesdropper blocking is one of the crucial
factors influencing the secure transmission design in THz
bands. Fig. 5 gives the worst-case secrecy rate performance
of IRS-assisted THz systems with BS-IRS link eavesdropping
attacks, wherein two benchmark scenarios are included and
the blocking-based power loss varies from −20 dB to 0 dB.
“Block-Free” denotes the scenario where the eavesdropper
intercepts signals without blocking. “Block-Unaware” is the
scenario with blocking eavesdropper, but legal users are not
aware the blocking effects on secure transmission.
It can be seen from Fig. 5 that with the increase of Lb ,
the secrecy rate increases consistently and is upper-bounded
by that of the blockage-free system. The reason for this phenomenon is that the increased Lb means the less confidential
information transmission between BS-IRS links blocked by
eavesdroppers, which consequently leads to less secrecy performance loss. Specifically, when N = 64 reflecting elements
are provided by each IRS, 14.8% of secrecy performance gain
of the blockage-aware scheme is lost from Lb = 0 dB to
Lb = −20 dB. In comparison, the secrecy performance loss is
more than 28.7% for blockage-unaware scheme. This demonstrates that the successful awareness of blocking eavesdroppers
is a crucial issue in protecting secure THz communications. It
also shows that our proposed scheme has superb performance
in reducing the loss of secrecy rate. Besides, since the largescale reflecting elements equipped at each IRS can enable
sharper reflecting beams, more signal power can be steered
to the desired user Bob. Thereby, compared with N = 36, the
secrecy performance for N = 64 is enhanced. Moreover, it
also can be seen that compared with the scenario centralizing
9 In this case, an eavesdropper can be an unmanned aerial vehicle or other
human-controlled wireless receive points.

B. IRS-User Link Eavesdropping with Single Eve
It is generally known that the randomness of wireless
channels is used to design secure transmission schemes in the
physical layer, and the availability of ECSI determines the
achievable secrecy performance. Fig. 7 shows the impact of
ECSI uncertainty on the secrecy performance of the IRS-user
link eavesdropping attack. Results reveal that the increased
level of ECSI uncertainty leads to a degraded secrecy rate
performance. The reason is that the imperfect ECSI makes
the inefficiency of transmit beamforming and reflecting beamforming design, which in turn yields a serious information
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Fig. 9. WCSR versus the number of antennas at the BS, wherein KE = 3
eavesdroppers intercept K = [3, 5] IRS-assist information transmission.

conditions and it has a fast convergence speed. In particular,
the worst-case secrecy rate value reaches a plateau after 13
iterations on average for the scenario of Lb = −10 dB. For
the blockage-free condition, i.e., Lb = 0 dB, the worst-case
secrecy rate value can also reach its plateau after 18 iterations
on average. The results of Fig. 8 indicates that the theoretical
analysis in Section IV is valid from the simulation perspective.
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Fig. 8. Convergence performance of Algorithm 2 (i.e., iterative algorithm),
wherein N = 62 and /kgE k = 0.02, gE denoting gBE and gIE .

leakage at eavesdroppers, finally resulting in secrecy performance loss. Besides, results also show that the WCSR
performance of our proposed hybrid beamforming scheme
approaches that of the fully-digital beamforming scheme. The
secrecy performance loss of hybrid beamforming is because of
the limited number of RF chains and the modulus constraint.
Nevertheless, the comparable secrecy performance demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed hybrid beamforming
scheme. In addition, as analyzed in Fig. 5, the blockage
of eavesdroppers also performs destructive effects on secure
transmission in IRS-assisted THz systems.
As described in Section IV, all results in Fig. 7 are obtained
via our proposed iterative algorithm. Intuitively, the effectiveness and performance of an iterative algorithm depend on its
convergence. Taking one transmission block as an example,
we study the convergence property of our proposed algorithm
when /kgE k = 0.02. As shown in Fig. 8, the proposed
algorithm monotonically converges under different blocking

We study the secrecy performance of the multi-IRS-assisted
THz system in the presence of multiple eavesdroppers. Since
multiple eavesdroppers can intercept different links between
legal users (BS and Bob) and multiple IRSs, the worst-case
secrecy rate versus the number of IRSs and eavesdroppers
are respectively investigated. As shown in Fig. 9, it is evident that as the number of IRSs K increases from 3 to
5, the secrecy rate increases monotonously. The reason is
that compared with K = 3, K = 5 IRSs can provide
more paths and spatial degrees of freedom for confidential
information transmission, a large amount of confidential signal
power is steered to the desired destination, and the information
leakage at eavesdroppers is suppressed. Thereby the secrecy
rate is enhanced via multiple IRSs. Besides, due to the sharper
transmit beams offered by multiple antennas, increasing the
number of transmit antennas M at the BS is beneficial for
secrecy performance improvement.
Fig. 10 illustrates the secrecy rate performance with different numbers of eavesdroppers. Results reveal that multiple
eavesdroppers can intuitively intercept more confidential signals than the single-eavesdropper systems, leading to profound
secrecy rate loss. Moreover, in terms of the blockage-prone
nature of THz waves, eavesdroppers can also severely degrade
the received signal strength at Bob and the system secrecy
rate gain because of their blockage effects. In particular, when
M = 36 transmit antennas and N = 64 reflecting elements
are equipped, KE = 6 eavesdroppers in a blockage-aware
THz system lead to about 2.2 bits/s/Hz secrecy rate loss than
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the case of KE = 1 eavesdropper. In comparison, 14.2%
of secrecy rate gain of blockage-unaware systems will be
additionally degraded. Such severe performance loss demonstrates that eavesdroppers’ blockage is as essential as their
interception behaviors for THz systems, and the awareness of
blocking is one of the key aspects to determine the security
of THz communications.
VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper investigated the hybrid beamforming and reflecting beamforming design for securing IRS-assisted THz
systems. In terms of the blockage-prone nature in the THz
band, the blocking-based path loss is investigated and two
types of blocking eavesdropping attacks were introduced, i.e.,
BS-IRS link eavesdropping and IRS-user link eavesdropping.
To maximize secrecy rate performance, the joint optimization
problem of hybrid beamforming at the BS and reflecting
phase shifts at multiple IRSs was formulated. For the BSIRS link eavesdropping attack, an alternative method was
proposed to design ZF-principle-based hybrid beamformer and
reflecting beamformer. For IRS-user link-based eavesdropping,
an SDP method-enabled iterative algorithm was proposed to
derive solutions of beamformers. Finally, the robust secure
transmission scheme was proposed to against multiple blocking eavesdroppers in IRS-assisted THz systems. Simulation
results have revealed that because of the captured blockageprone nature of THz waves, our proposed secure transmission
scheme can significantly boost secrecy rate performance and
resist both BS-IRS link-eavesdropping and IRS-user linkeavesdropping attacks. The blocking eavesdropping attack is
under our current study, and the secure THz communication
design subjected to unpredictable blockage will be considered
in our future work.
A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF P ROPOSITION 1
Before solving the optimization problem, the constraints
will be first analyzed. On the one hand, a power control

factor 0 ≤ δ 0 ≤ 1 is defined, then the power constraint in
problem P1.2 is rewritten as kwk2 = kFRF fBB k2 = δPs .
Under the positive secrecy rate constraint γD > maxk γewc,k ,
we can formulate the system WCSR as a function of δ, i.e.,
1+a1 δ
, where parameters can be obtained on the
Rswc (δ) = 1+a
2δ
basis of equation (42). By determining the sign of derivative of
Rswc (δ), it is proved that the WCSR is an increasing function
of δ, i.e., the optimal δ opt = 1. That is, the WCSR Rswc (w)
can be maximized only when the power constraint of hybrid
beamformer satisfies kwk2 = Ps .
On the other hand, to implement ZF beamforming, we first
H
define matrix B as the null space of ḡBE
. Then, the hybrid
beamformer can be written as a linear combination of the basis
H
of the null space of ḡBE
. Define v as a column vector, then
we have w = Bv. Thus, the optimization problem of digital
beamformer w can be rewritten as
i
h
vH BH P1s IN + RBD Bv
h
i
, s.t. kBvk2 = Ps .
max
v
vH BH P1s IN + 2 RBE Bv
Since the matrices P1s BH B + BH RBD B and P1s BH B +
2 BH RBE B are diagonal, the above problem is a generalized eigenvector problem, thereby the solution can be
obtained as vopt = µqunit . The p
scalar µ is determined by
the power constraint, hence µ = Ps /(qunit )H BH Bqunit .
qunit is the unit-norm eigenvector of matrix [ P1s BH B +
2 BH RBE B]−1 [ P1s BH B + BH RBD B] corresponding to the
maximum eigenvalue. Therefore, optimal w can be obtained
as
s
Ps
wopt =
Bqunit .
unit
H
(q
) BH Bqunit
A PPENDIX B
P ROOF OF P ROPOSITION 2
Here, to facilitate hybrid beamforming design, the analog
and digital precoders are temporarily coupled together. In
detail, for the objective function in problem P2.1, it can be
proved that the IRS-assisted confidential communication between BS and Bob is equivalent to a MISO system. Thus, the
hybrid beamformer should be directed in the same direction as
the MRT (Maximum Ratio Transmission) beamforming, i.e.,
opt
fBB
= µq =

φ∗ }hD
FH
RF HBI diag{φ
,
H
φ∗ }hD k
kFRF HBI diag{φ

where kqk2 = 1, and µ is a scalar, which can be determined
based on the power constraint and a given information leakage
threshold.
opt
Substituting fBB
into the first given information leakage
threshold constraint in P2.1, then we have
√
γ0 σE
µ≤ H
.
|ḡIE Θm HH
F
q| + kHH
RF
BI,m
BI,m FRF qk
While according to the transmit power
√ constraint in the
original problem, µ also satisfies µ ≤ Ps .
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A PPENDIX C
P ROOF OF P ROPOSITION 3
With partial eavesdropper CSI, we define the gap between
the maximum SNR received from BS-IRS links and the
maximum SNR received by IRS-user links as
r
r
B −
I
max max γE,j
= a − b.
γh = max max γE,i
i∈KB k∆gE k≤

j∈KI k∆gE k≤

B
Here we assume that p = arg maxi∈KB maxk∆gE k≤ γE,i
and
I
q = arg maxj∈KI maxk∆gE k≤ γE,j , then we have the paH
H
rameters a = |ḡBE,p
FRF fBB | − |ḡIE,q
Θq HH
BI,q FRF fBB | =
H
a1 − a2 , b = (kΘq HBI,q FRF fBB k − kFRF fBB k) = b1 − b2 .
Compared with the estimated channel ḡBE,p and ḡIE,q , the
error bound  is very small, thus we have |a| > |b|. In the
max
following, to determine the analytical expression of γewc
in
(43), the sign of γh is analyzed.
• For a > 0 and b > 0, we have positive-definite matrix
H
H
H
ḡBE,p ḡBE,p
− HBI,q ΘH
q ḡIE,q ḡIE,q Θq HBI,q  0 and
H
HBI,q HBI,q − IM  0. On the basis of |a| > |b|, it can
be obtained that γh = a − b > 0.
• For a > 0 and b ≤ 0, we have positive definite matrix
H
H
H
− HBI,q ΘH
ḡBE,p ḡBE,p
k ḡIE,q ḡIE,q Θq HBI,q  0 and
H
IM − HBI,q HBI,q  0. It is obvious that in this case
γh > 0 holds.
• For a ≤ 0 and b > 0, we have non-positive definite matrix
H
H
H
ḡBE,p ḡBE,p
− HBI,q ΘH
q ḡIE,q ḡIE,q Θq HBI,q  0, and
H
IM − HBI,q HBI,q ≺ 0. Obviously, γh is less than 0.
• For a ≤ 0 and b ≤ 0, we have non-positive definite matrix
H
H
H
− HBI,q ΘH
ḡBE,p ḡBE,p
q ḡIE,q ḡIE,q Θq HBI,q  0 and
H
HBI,q HBI,q − IM  0. On the basis of |a| > |b|, it can
be proved that γh < 0.
H
H
In summary, if we have HBI,q ΘH
q ḡIE,q ḡIE,q Θq HBI,q −
H
 0, the maximum SNR received among all
ḡBE,q ḡBE,p
max
I
max
B
eavesdroppers is γewc
= γewc,q
, otherwise γewc
= γewc,p
.
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